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Learning Objectives


Discover how telecommunications is integral with modern control systems



Examine who handles telecomm design at different companies



Explore what process and software other companies are using



Learn how to decide if AutoCAD Electrical is the right tool for the job

Description
Modern substation control systems use many intelligent devices that often have multiple
communications paths to be managed. Do your protection and control engineers design this or do you
have a dedicated telecom team? What software is used for that design? How are your workflows
coordinated? Join us and discuss these and more topics related to the use of telecommunications
circuits within (and between) electrical substations.

Your AU Experts
Joe Weaver is the principal associate engineer in the Control Design section at Nashville Electric Service.
He has spent the past 30 years designing electrical substation protection, control, and communications
systems. Over the years the tools used for drafting and design have evolved from vellum and pencils
through many versions of AutoCAD software, leading to the adoption of AutoCAD Electrical software in
2010. During this time Joe has also served as CAD manager for this section, as well as for other sections
in the Engineering department. Joe is currently developing and adapting the AutoCAD Electrical and
Substation Design Suite software toolkits for Nashville Electric Service.
Email: jweaver@nespower.com
Todd Starling is a Sr. Assoc. Engineer in the Control Design section at Nashville Electric Service. He has
spent the last 10 yrs. designing electrical substation protection, control and communication systems. He
spent the previous 9 yrs. working in Customer Engineering designing overhead lines and underground
installations. He has used several versions of AutoCAD software through the years. He is currently using
AutoCAD Electrical and Substation Design Suite software toolkits at Nashville Electric Service.
Email: tstarling@nespower.com
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Preface: This handout contains more topics than can reasonably be covered in the time allowed.
This is to ensure that we have plenty to cover rather than have time left with nothing to talk
about. If a particular topic is of importance to you, please speak up early.

Discover how telecommunications is integral with modern control systems
What do we mean by “Telecommunications”?
Before discussing the topic, we really should all be on the same page. Telecommunications are defined
as: communication over a distance by cable, telegraph, telephone, or broadcasting.
This leaves the field pretty open. For the purpose of this roundtable, we will assume that simple contact
closure circuits do not constitute telecommunications. However, due to the distances often involved,
simple circuits like those used in Pilot Wire applications will be considered telecom.
How important are telecommunications to your P&C designs?
Discuss how much of a priority telecom is at your company. How is that changing over time?
How will that priority change in the future?
What are some ways your company is using telecom technologies?
How is your company using telecom technologies? Inter-station communications? Line
relaying? SCADA monitoring and control?
Are multiple topologies/protocols in use? What and for what use?
EIA232, EIA485, IRIG-B, etc.
Ethernet, Fiber Optic, etc.

FIGURE 1: COMMUNICATIONS ONE LINE DIAGRAM
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IED’s and Substation Integration
It is safe to say that the continued adoption of Intelligent Electronic Devices in our substations is the
primary driver of telecom systems within substations. Combined with the need for substation
integration and automation, communications are becoming a large part of how we do P&C designs.
Have you found that more and more traditional P&C functions can be handled via telecom?
Some examples include SCADA control via IED, remote contact I/O, alarm consolidation, etc.
What is your company’s philosophy on integration and Automation?
Gotta do it!? Cautious acceptance? Staunch resistance?
Has your company standardized on specific relays and/or control protocols?
Schweitzer? IEC 61850? DNP/Modbus?

FIGURE 2: COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR

Examine who handles telecomm design at different companies
Design Philosophies
Many companies have completely separate P&C and Telecom design sections. These often work almost
independently of each other. Smaller companies may be all-in-one shops where the telecom is just
another part of the P&C puzzle.
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Who designs the telecom systems for your substations?
P&C? Dedicated communications group? If separate, who handles the interface between the
two? What is the workflow? Which group drives the design needs?
Who determines what telecom equipment is used?
Design group or a planning/standards type group?
Are communications systems inside the substation and those extending outside the substation
designed by the same groups?
This would apply to things like Pilot Wire, SONET, WAN, etc. What other external systems do
you use?

FIGURE 3: SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS LIBRARY

Explore what processes and software other companies are using
Our History
At our company the P&C design section (Control Design) has traditionally handled all P&C related
communications. This includes inter-station communications such as pilot wire and SONET as well as
relaying schemes being carried out over them. That was, in fact the bulk of telecom for many years.
Over the past 10-15 years, however, local communications systems have steadily grown. From a
handful of relays that talked via hard-wired EIA232 and Modbus or DNP with the SCADA RTU to fully
integrated substations with no RTU and fiber optic cable ruling the day. All of this while also improving
our drafting and design tools.
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What standards do you follow?
Are there particular telecom standards that your company has adopted? Or are you operating
under company developed standards?
What software does your company use for Telecomm design?
AutoCAD or other simple drafting package? Dedicated or custom telecom design software?
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the above?
How do they help you get the job done? What could they do better?
In a perfect world, how would you like to do your communications designs?
Are you interested in BIM? Do you have a need to track and query data from your designs? Do
you currently leverage Standard/Modular designs?
Are there any processes in place you'd like to share? Good or bad.
Please share.

FIGURE 4: DESIGN WORKFLOW

Decide if AutoCAD Electrical is the right tool for the job
A Quick Overview
At Nashville Electric Service having a small design team which was already handling the telecom design
made it an obvious choice to continue to use our chosen design tools for the telecom portion. As we
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transition to AutoCAD Electrical for P&C, we are also developing symbols and workflows for including
the telecom design as we go. After all, a COM port is just another piece of an IED relay.
ACADE Pros
AutoCAD Electrical brings quite a bit to the table for substation telecom design. Being very flexible and
adaptable means almost any company standard can be emulated and possibly improved upon. Add on
tools can be developed using well known and documented API’s.
As a BIM tool, AutoCAD Electrical brings P&C and Telecom systems into the modern age of model based
design. Every symbol can carry information useful to the designer and our end customers. A tailored
user interface and symbol library combined with standard workflows and design elements brings a
consistent accuracy needed in today’s world. Also, by reusing information as much as possible, human
error potential is reduced. The interconnected nature of the smart symbols makes edits and corrections
faster and more thorough.
All of which translates directly into savings of time and money.
The Cons
This doesn’t come without some investment in time and resource though. Out of the box, AutoCAD
Electrical doesn’t have many of the symbols needed for telecom design. (Or P&C for that matter.) The
good news is that with the use of attribute templates existing standard symbology can be made
intelligent pretty easily. We were able to convert most of our current telecom design elements in just a
few days. All design elements from the Communications One Line to the schematic representations of
the fiber patch panels to the wiring details are parts of the overall model.
There is also not a lot of utility industry support for this yet. This is another area where we are all doing
the same things but everyone has their own way. As the substation design industry comes together and
begins to agree on design philosophies, third party software developers can begin to make tools to
benefit us all. A prime example of this is the Substation Design Suite of tools for AutoCAD Electrical and
Inventor. By working together the P&C and Physical design teams of several utilities are driving the
development of tools to make our work faster, easier and generally better. The same thing can happen
for telecom design.
What other pros or cons do you see?
Please discuss.
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